Milwaukee Community Justice Council
Mental Health Subcommittee Meeting Minutes
April 7th, 2014 at 2:00pm
Safety Building 405Q
Attended: Nate Holton (CJC), Edward Warzonek (BHD), Colleen Foley (Corporation
Counsel), Gena Sousa (BHD), Eric Collins (BHD), Tom Reed (SPD), Adam Oldenburg
(WCS), Sue Eckhart (Justice2000), Jim Kubicek (BHD), Erin King (DOC), Jim Mathy
(Housing) Jose Hernandez (HOC) Amy Lorenz (BHD), Carmella DeLucia (Notetaker)
I. Chronic Consumer List - Nate Holton
 Nate Holton presented information about where our current Care
Coordination Project stands. Right now the project has received data from
the District Attorney’s (DA) office, the State Public Defender’s (SPD) office,
and the Department of Correction (DOC). Other agencies include the
Municipal Court, Pretrial, Behavioral Health Division (BHD), Jail, House of
Correction (HOC), and the homelessness database. This information is
critical to our effort in identifying who are the individuals accessing much of
our resources and how can we better respond to these individuals. The
committee has found that the list is difficult to identify since the list is
constantly changing, so the more information the committee has the better
our chances are of identifying people who we need to pay attention to.
 The committee received a subset list from our previous MPD list which was
cross-referenced with the 2013 Milwaukee Police Department’s (MPD)
database, the Pretrial Database, and the Municipal Court’s database.
Compiled this list contained 38 names out of the original MPD list which
contained 239 individuals. The larger list of 239 individuals was processed
by MPD which looked at three or more police calls for service per month.
This subset list of 38 names looked at calls for service from MPD, having at
least one court case in 2014 in Municipal Court, whether they are on the DA’s
list, whether they have been recently incarcerated, are on the DOC public
inmate locator, while being broken down by race and gender.
 Edward Warzonek cross-referenced the MPD list with BHD and found 115
names were similar which ranged from 2 psychiatric crisis service (PCS)
visits all the way up to 40 per year(?). This list that Edward cross-referenced
with BHD’s information was identified by five or more calls for MPD crisis
service. Comparing the list that MPD was looking at for 2012, only 18
individuals are on the new list. The top 40 individuals who are the highest
utilizers (of MPD?) match identically with the BHD top utilizers. Of the new
subset list that Nate Holton shared, 37 of BHD’s names were similar to this
new subset list from the list of 115 individuals with 12 of the top utilizers
being in the top 20. 18 individuals were on the 2013 BHD list from the 2012
BHD list.



II.

III.

IV.

From DOC 27 out of the 239 were similar to this new list, four were
incarcerated, 18 were on active supervision, and the majority of people were
somewhere located in treatment in Wisconsin.
 The group talked about the fact that there are two lists going on at the
moment, a project that includes BHD which goes over HIPPA and one that
does not include BHD and HIPPA restrictions.
 The next steps the group talked over was figuring out data that needs to be
included in these lists, running these names through CJIS, Detox, and the
Sheriff’s department. The group talked about figuring out cost estimates per
agency to develop an understanding of how much in resources this effort is
going to need.
 Sue Eckhart mentioned that she could share data with the committee from
Justice 2000 which looked at who had jail days from 2009 until March of this
year. This data would show cases, types of cases, total days in jail, and total
bookings.
 Tom Reed mentioned that the key thing to understand here is what is driving
the reasons for why these people are coming onto this list so we can get a
handle on what are some of the root causes of why they are cycling back.
BHD Training for April 30th
 April 30th BHD is providing a community event to discuss the committees
initiatives from 2-4pm. This will be an open meeting where the committee
should be attending and sitting on a panel to provide information as to how
each agency is collaborating and what this effort means to the community.
Each agency can discuss what they bring to the table and the goal of this
meeting will be to get case managers interested in this project and well
informed so that the clients will sign the Medical Authorization Form. The
form will be completed by April 30th it just needs to be sent through
Corporation Counsel. Jim will need names of those who will be attending and
a paragraph about what your department is doing. From SPD Tom Reed will
be attending, From HOC/CJF Dr. Boswell, MPD Karen Dubis, Justice 2000 Sue
Eckhart, DA Kent Lovern, and JusticePoint Nick Sayner.
 NGI overlap (?)
 CCAP and what are we looking for?
Action steps for the next Meeting
 Nate will contact someone from the Courts to figure out the cost and
someone from Detox, Jim will run the 38 names through the Homelessness
database, SPD will figure out cost as well as BHD and DOC. Adam will crossreference this list but cannot disclose who the people are. Jose will collect
data from the point and time that individuals were in HOC under Muni
commitments alone and run them through the list.
Next Meeting will be on May 5th at 2:00pm in the Safety Building 607

